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BIG BANDS

CAINE PERFORMANCE HALL
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

OCT 11
7:30PM
**USU JAZZ ENSEMBLE**

**Chu Cho**  
Soloists: Jacob Kilby - Bass, Kyle Merrill - Alto Sax, Matt Dean - Trumpet, Christopher Rosenlund - Trumpet, Payten Jarvis - Baritone Sax, Josh Campanella - Guitar

**The Plunger**  
Soloists: Jacob Smith - Keys, Jacob Jewkes - Trombone

**Sir Gawain and the Green Knights**  
Soloists: Jacob Kilby - Bass, Kyle Merrill - Alto Sax, Matt Dean - Trumpet, Christopher Rosenlund - Trumpet, Payten Jarvis - Baritone Sax, Josh Campanella - Guitar

**Time After Time**  
Vocal Soloist - Ashley Gunnell, Maddi Julian - Tenor Sax

**Good Medicine**  
Soloists: Emily Merrill - Drum Set, Trent Wells - Aux. Percussion, Jacob Jewkes - Trombone, Terrell Brady - Guitar, Josh Campanella - Guitar

**USU JAZZ ORCHESTRA**

**Bernie's Tune**  
Soloists: Bridger Bush - Trumpet, Tyler Curtis - Alto Sax, Anne Lindstrom - Tenor Sax

**There, There**  
Soloists: Anne Lindstrom - Tenor Sax, Nikolas Clark - Trumpet

**Honeysuckle Rose**  
Soloists: Jose Ayala - Trumpet, Spencer Cooper - Piano

**The Maids of Cadiz**  
Soloists: Nikolas Clark - Trumpet

**La Fiesta**  
Soloists: Spencer Cooper - Piano

**JAZZ ENSEMBLE**  
Directed by Greg Wheeler

**Singer**
Ashley Gunnell

**Saxophones**
- Alto I: Kyle Merrill  
- Alto II: Morgan Moulton  
- Tenor I: Maddi Julian  
- Tenor II: Ali Hurst  
- Baritone: Payten Jarvis

**Trumpets**
- Matt Dean  
- Devin Parsons  
- Sam Wise  
- Christopher Rosenlund  
- Kelsey Gittins

**Trombones**
- Malachi Harper  
- Jacob Jewkes  
- Jenny Thompson  
- Logan Tolman  
- Tyler O'Loughlin

**Rhythm Section**
- Keys: Jacob Smith  
- Guitar: Terrell Brady  
- Bass: Jacob Kilby  
- Drums: Emily Merrill  
- Trent Wells

**JAZZ ORCHESTRA**  
Directed by Jon Gudmundson

**Singer**
Carolee Beck

**Saxophones**
- Alto I: Tyler Curtis  
- Alto II: Mike Larson  
- Tenor I: Anne Lindstrom  
- Tenor II: Kimball Pace  
- Baritone: Jordan Lapp

**Trumpets**
- Bridger Bush  
- Stephanie England  
- Nikolas Clark  
- Jose Ayala  
- Amy Abel

**Trombones**
- Aaron Walker  
- Mark Devey  
- Erik Anderson  
- Steven Clemons

**Rhythm Section**
- Keys: Spencer Cooper  
- Guitar: Hunter Bergman  
- Bass: Zach Tubbs  
- Drums: Chris Jessee  
- Justice Ferguson
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